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Let The Four Agreements accompany your reading!This attractive bookmark,
predicated on don Miguel Ruiz' bestseller, features Nicholas Wilton's
cover art.Listed on the trunk of the bookmark are The Four Agreements:
''Be Impeccable together with your Word, Don't Take Anything
Individually, Don't Make Assumptions, and Always Do YOUR VERY BEST. Not
for kids under 3 years.Bookmark is packaged in a clear plastic material
protective sleeve.A handsome gold bead and silky red tassel complement
the design.Size: 2-1/2 inches wide by 7-1/8 inches highWarning: Choking
hazard -- small parts.''Each bookmark is usually packaged in a clear
plastic sleeve.
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Beautifully made to coordinate with the namesake book’s illustrations. I
love the message on this book marker. I am mostly pleased with these
bookmarks. They are simply a bit big for my choice. My biggest issue has
been among the tassels obtaining trapped in the package adhesive and
upon thoroughly removing it, the ends of the tassel became frayed and
the adhesive tearing off and attaching. I have not however begun to
eliminate the torn part of the bundle that stayed attached and I imagine
it could cause further harm. I was unable to find an avenue of
contacting the seller with this information and it seems I’m left with
sending all of them back again or keeping them, including the one which
is damaged. Super low quality I'm surprised at every one of the good
reviews for this bookmark, perhaps it is different than it once was. Got
one for a friend and she enjoys it. But, if looked at in a different
light, it's also a pretty cool, art deco representation of a sunset over
the ocean. No complaints here I would have trained with 5 stars, but one
of these (set of 4) arrived bent up. I QUICKLY decided to buy a
bookmark. I decided to purchase a bookmark as the bookmark We had
recently acquired had gone missing after only 1 tour of duty. I
previously used four bookmarks, often simultaneously, but these
experienced become wrinkled and bent with age group. Don't get me wrong
- when I positioned one of them between the pages of a book I had
temporarily halted reading, then later found the book, I could still
find the place in the publication where I had remaining off, with
exactly the same accuracy and timeliness as though the bookmark had been
freshly imprinted and lower and slipped in a newly-purchased bag of
books. But once in a while you just need to change your bookmarks, you
know? Very Good Item I like the size and quality of the bookmark." So I
did. It's nowhere. I appeared in the books I experienced recently
completed, I appeared behind my nightstand, all over the place, to no
get. I wouldn't have purchased this had I seen it personally and its
definitely not worth a lot more than $0.. I would do 0 celebrities if
that was a choice.I washed the drawer in my own nightstand and found an
old notepad upon which I had long ago written four pretty wise bits of
advice. This is a fantastic bookmark, and an excellent value for the
cost. I love the writer this is why I bought it to go with my
publication collection written by him. As I was going to give up, I saw
this Four Agreements bookmark. I instantly regarded the Four Agreements
as the bits of wisdom I acquired remaining on my notepad many years ago.
The world would be a better place if most of us remembered these four
agreements. I QUICKLY thought, "Hey, why not rage, rage against the
burning of the light, sort of, and buy two?Anyway, I've this fab fresh
bookmark for which I've great plans, and then, after weekly away, it's
not there.They arrived two days later, and to my surprise, ended up
being so much more than I'd expected. You may use it in a book or simply
carry it around if you want a reminder and a pick me up.let's switch
coasts and call it all a sunrise more than the ocean.I must admit, the



black cardboard backing gave me pause, for two reasons. Initial, it's
black. But it's not. But also quite stylish. I decided to focus on the
stylish. Second, it has a punch-out at the top, obviously intended to
facilitate its hanging on the revolving book stands of airport present
shops and other such establishments. Perfect to be able to remind
yourself of the 4 agreements. Wait around, that's heading back to the
pessimistic side... So now, instead of two brand-new bookmarks replacing
one dropped bookmark (that had alone replaced four), I had six. So now I
have an elegant bookmark depicting an art deco sunrise over the
Atlantic. I actually received a "sleeve" but no bookmark! Obviously
funereal. As these exact things often convert out, the moment I acquired
received my fresh bookmarks, I found the lacking bookmark that had
started all of this. Now I got seven bookmarks, which, by anyone's
regular, is too many. So I made a decision to do the right factor by my
retired bookmarks - rather than put them in some drawer or tucked away
between your pages of a book I'd already read and re-shelved (sort of
like a long term working retirement), I tucked them in the good plastic
sleeve and provided them a long term home in the laptop in which I
record the titles of all the books I've go through by year. I Loved This
This product came exactly how it appears colors and all. I heartily
recommend it. Excellent Good quality product. It is super-thin.
Essentially a heavy laminated paper -- not even a very thin cardboard or
stock. The little sleeve that it arrived in is higher quality than the
bookmark! Cute bookmark! That's when I decided to take action.99.So, to
conclude this review, this is an excellent bookmark, of high quality,
with excellent worth and upon which are written four items of quite
useful assistance. I like leading and back again sayings and Personally
i think motivated by its message. Not only do the real bookmarks show
the guarantee of being able to stay specifically in the book where I
place them, they come packed in a plastic sleeve with a dark cardboard
backing, each which makes a fantastic bookmark in its right. To better
oneself. I bought two of these and the purchase price is nice. One for
myself and one for a pal. Excellent quality, exceptional value! High
quality, bright colours, tassel in superb condition! I will continue to
purchase these as I really believe the quality is phenomenal, the price
is reasonable, and they are items that can last that I can pass right
down to my granddaughter along with my book collection. Thank you so
very much for an amazing item! Five Stars Great daily affirmation as a
bookmark to remind you what's essential in life. A Unique Gift and TOP
QUALITY Among these went into many books We gave as gifts the past
couple of months. Zero bookmark! And let's face it, being reminded of
the Four Agreements is definitely never a bad thing. It's a good paper
stock, the tassel and bead are proportionate, it's something
different.You'd think that would be the end of the tale, wouldn't you?.
The tassel and bead are great, though. love it. Nice Great book market,
fast shipping. They are printed in full on the back, which it does not



mention in the article. A lovely gift. I took that as a sign and
instantly bought one. I anticipate passing them out for Xmas. Muy
conveniente Perfecto el tamaño Love this! Good quality study bookmark!
Inspirational~ Good Nice quality. Besides, in recent years my reading
got slowed down considerably, so the four wrinkled, bent bookmarks
doubly reminded me of my inevitable hurtle toward maturing, superfluity
and loss of life.When I entered the term "bookmark" in the Amazon search
bar, I was presented with numerous choices, none of which appealed to
me.
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